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Can we attain the same unity with a horse as with a dog? Can a horse be lead the same way

without a physical connection-without a bridle, without a lead rope, without a rider? Are horses

capable of clearing the same kinds of obstacles white being directed from the ground? What would

motivate a horse to jump, climb, bend around poles, dive into tunnels or wade through puddles on a

given track? Horse agility is a hobby where a special bond of trust is developed between the horse

and man through mutual practice. It means guiding a free horse through a special obstacle course

with body language, speed and direction of movement, hand signals and verbal commands. It

consists of round pen exercises, various running exercises either free or on line, following exercises,

respecting one's space, motivational practices, and also the learning and teaching body language

between horse and trainer. Between these covers I have gathered experience of a different type of

training over a decade and from over 200 horses. I have gathered in this book exercises that work

for every single horse - sooner or later - and your horse will become good or even excellent! Read,

experiment and be pleasantly surprised!
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An excellent training resource for anyone looking for advanced groundwork with their horse, or to

train and compete in sports like Horse Agility Australia ([...]) where it's one of our main

resources.Clear instructions, good colour photographs, and plenty of inspiration to get you and your

horse working in harmony over all manner of obstacles. Well worth buying.

While I loved the photographs and the topic, I found this book confusing to read. It was neither well



organized nor well translated, and seemed filled with random advice, rather than with an organized

approach to helping the equestrian approach this field with her horses.

great read for all venues of horse training. everyone enjoys spending time with their horse, but does

the horse say the same thing about them? this book will help anyone wanting to improve their

relationship with their horse.

Although I did pick up a few good pointers from this book, it suffers terribly from disorganization and

poor editing. There is no clear sequence in the training tips, there is no introduction or closing,, the

author contradicts himself, the pictures are amateurish, and the pictures don't match the content. I

did appreciate the occasional use of humor.

This training book was not very good at all. It was poorly written and confusing. I gave it to Goodwill.

This book was everything I was looking for. It is loaded with information and ideas. Very easy to

follow for anyone.

Great! Always love shopping on .

A nice book full with inspirations for nice games with horse and pony.New chalanges for at liberty

games.Full of pictures to give ideas how to...If you want something new this is a good start. With

lots of funn and for the dogs too
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